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The Gold family lived an idyllic life in pre-war Poland, each doing their part to run the family grocery store and tobacco
concession. The oldest daughter, Shoshana, had many friends, her sister Esther was meticulous as she worked at the
family store, and young David was doted on by them all. But that life is shattered in 1939 when Germany invades Poland
and Jewish people are forced into the streets; their homes, schools, and businesses burned. We follow the Gold family's
journey as they are forced into hiding. Just hours before the Nazis come to take over their current town, their mother has
a premonition that today they will have a savior. When that someone appears, they are given hope for the first time since
leaving home. But Shoshana has learned to be wary of strangers and knows that her family is in danger. The Golds hide
in a cramped, secret enclosure for twenty-six months. Appalling conditions, starvation, fear of imminent betrayal and
capture makes this a heart-stopping testament to the human spirit.
Before Mirjam Stern was old enough to remember what year she was born, her window to the world was darkened by
German occupation of her homeland. She was less than five years old when she sensed a shift in the atmosphere of her
small rural town in Czechoslovakia. When friends and neighbors were forced to leave, and her family was held at
gunpoint by German officers, she knew that life was about to change forever. Forced to flee with cousins and siblings as
the threat of Jewish persecution became imminent, Mirjam's next few years of childhood were muted to shades of gray.
She led a harrowing existence, moving from one place of confinement to another. She knew she was not where she
belonged. For safety, she was told to change her name to Kata-but she never forgot that she was Mirjam. This firstperson account of one child's experiences during the Holocaust sheds light on the severe emotional toll experienced by
millions of Jews separated from home, family, and safety. Mirjam's account of her "hidden childhood" is a testament to a
part of history that the world should never forget.
Natasza Pelinski is a young Polish Jew taken to Auschwitz. Her childhood stolen from her, she quickly matures and in the
process discovers she has psychic gifts. She develops a relationship with the ghost of a professor, who becomes her
spirit guide. He in turn enlists her aid on a mission of salvation for the Jewish people. As well as helping her survive in the
brutal conditions of the camp, he teaches Natasza the secret of healing and how to move past anger toward compassion.
She forms the Sisters of Light, a group of young women who, although they have few medicines to offer, bring gifts of
love and forgiveness to their fellow prisoners. They form a bond of the heart that sustains them and keeps them
connected through the horror of their daily existence. Author Tarra Light was raised in an East Coast Jewish family but
had little knowledge of the Holocaust while growing up. During past-life regression therapy in 1996, she began to access
a previous life as an inmate at Auschwitz. Her newly unlocked memories form the basis of this eloquent testimony to the
power of the spirit in the most dire circumstances.
All But My Life is the unforgettable story of Gerda Weissmann Klein's six-year ordeal as a victim of Nazi cruelty. From her
comfortable home in Bielitz (present-day Bielsko) in Poland to her miraculous survival and her liberation by American
troops--including the man who was to become her husband--in Volary, Czechoslovakia, in 1945, Gerda takes the reader
on a terrifying journey. Gerda's serene and idyllic childhood is shattered when Nazis march into Poland on September 3,
1939. Although the Weissmanns were permitted to live for a while in the basement of their home, they were eventually
separated and sent to German labor camps. Over the next few years Gerda experienced the slow, inexorable stripping
away of "all but her life." By the end of the war she had lost her parents, brother, home, possessions, and community;
even the dear friends she made in the labor camps, with whom she had shared so many hardships, were dead. Despite
her horrifying experiences, Klein conveys great strength of spirit and faith in humanity. In the darkness of the camps,
Gerda and her young friends manage to create a community of friendship and love. Although stripped of the essence of
life, they were able to survive the barbarity of their captors. Gerda's beautifully written story gives an invaluable message
to everyone. It introduces them to last century's terrible history of devastation and prejudice, yet offers them hope that the
effects of hatred can be overcome.
Remember Us is a look back at the lost world of the shtetl: a wise Zayde offering prophetic and profound words to his
grandson, the rich experience of Shabbos, and the treasure of a loving family. All this is torn apart with the arrival of the
Holocaust, beginning a crucible fraught with twists and turns so unpredictable and surprising that they defy any attempt to
find reason within them. From work camps to the partisans of the Nowogródek forests, from the Mauthausen
concentration camp to life as a displaced person in Italy, and from fighting the Egyptian army in a tiny Israeli kibbutz in
1948 to starting a new life in a new world in New York, this book encompasses the mythical “hero’s journey” in very real
historical events. Through the eyes of ninety-one-year-old Holocaust survivor Martin Small, we learn that these priceless
memories that are too painful to remember are also too painful to forget.
As World War 2 progressed, the Okma family took six Jewish refugees into their house, hiding them in a secret room
behind their fireplace. The youngest daughter, Kieks, joined the Resistance, delivering illegal newspapers, guiding British
parachutists around The Hague and preparing safe houses for members of the Special Forces who were dropped in from
England. As the War continued, she fell in love with a Resistance commander, and worked with him to rescue wounded
colleagues, steal weapons from German arms dumps and move weapons around the country. They had a tumultuous
parting and she continued her work, acting as a courier with a two hundred km bike ride to the north of Holland. When
she returned home, she appreciated how much the war had changed her and her boyfriend, and prepared to try a
reconciliation. She escaped a firing squad four times, and survived the war, mentally scarred by her experiences. She
sought help, but the help she was offered came in a poisoned chalice, and she kept her secret to herself for almost fifty
years. Her family in Holland was recognised by Yad Vashem, the Israeli organisation that records those who saved Jews
from the Holocaust, and she was awarded a pension for her work in the Resistance by the Dutch foundation Stichting
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1940-1945. It was only when these organisations acknowledged the truth of her claims that she had the confidence to tell
her family of the events from long ago.
The chilling and thrilling story of a fearless young Jewish girl growing up in Nazi's World War II. Her family members get
murdered, she goes through unbearable psychological abuse, unimaginable hunger and operations meant for death...but
she didn't only survive it, she built a legacy from it! You'll fall in love with the fearless Tiger of Auschwitz!
Mikhail Baranovskiy weaves a remarkably poignant story of loyalty, betrayal, honor, hope, love, and the effects of
enforced mediocrity on talent, based on true events from World War II. Vienna, Austria, 1932. A violin virtuoso and
musical genius, Jacob Mund's quick ascent to conducting the Vienna Philharmonic isn't too surprising. With a successful
career, adoration and praise from all corners, and a beautiful fiancee, Mund has everything going for him - but that soon
changes. With German occupation leading to the total ban of Jewish composers in Vienna, Mund accepts an offer from
the Lwow Orchestra and relocates with his now-pregnant wife, Sophia, and a talented musician and close friend,
Shmulik. But misfortune catches up with them. Mund's happy days in Lwow (Poland, today Lviv, Ukraine), come to an
abrupt and unfortunate end when the Germans take over. His Jewish parents are robbed and shot on the streets, and he
is shipped off to the Janowska concentration camp along with his wife, his daughter, and the other Lwow musicians. By a
lucky twist of fate and with the help of an unexpected ally, his daughter Shera and his friend Shmulik escape the hell of
the concentration camp, allowing them a chance to begin life anew. Mund is not so fortunate. Baranovskiy weaves an
incredibly powerful and haunting tale that captures the horrors of Jewish persecution at the height of the World War II. If
you enjoyed Born Survivors, The Lost and All But My Life, then you need to get your hands on this literary masterpiece. A
famous writer, playwright, and screenwriter, Mikhail Baranovskiy has been recognized with many literary awards and has
authored various children and adult books, as well as numerous television series, including Volkov's Hour, Girls, The
Sisters Korolev, and Antique Dealer. Scroll to the top of the page and click the "Buy Now" button to get a copy today!
At the tender age of 16, Klara Wizel had a picturesque life with a loving and supportive family. There was no way to know
that the Holocaust was creeping toward her and that soon this young Hungarian Jew would be fighting for her life due to
the most notorious doctor of the 20th century, Dr. Josef Mengele.Swept up in a week long deportation process along with
fifteen thousand other Hungarian Jews, Klara and her family arrive on cold night at the infamous Auschwitz - Birkenau
concentration camp after a three day journey with no food or water. There, she and her family would first meet Josef
Mengele who would later become known as the Great Selector.That night Mengele selected Klara's mother Frida, father
Itsiak, her older sister Ancy and younger brother Mortho to die in the gas chamber sending the adolescent Klara and two
of her sisters Hedi and Rose to be housed like animals in the women's barracks of Auschwitz. Dr. Mengele, who was in
charge of the women's barracks, would become the chief provider for the gas chambers and order gruesome
experiments on children that often maimed or killed his Jewish subjects. Like a blood hound, Mengele, also known as the
murderer in white, searched out those who were too old or too sick to survive his cruel science and those who served no
purpose to the Nazi regime. As Klara would later say, "Day or night you never knew when he would show, the ovens
were always burning around the clock."As the Russian front approaches, Mengele and the Nazi's selection process
speed up. Klara finds herself sick, weak, tired and not able to eat. Naked, she is brought before Mengele, a tall Rock
Hudson-handsome man who ideally would have been asking for her hand instead of deciding her fate. Klara was wowed
by his presence and hardly realized that Mengele had deemed her unfit and sentenced her to die the gas chamber. As
Klara is taken away with approximately seventy other women, her sisters Hedi and Rose scream and cry as she is
dragged off, for they know this is her death.Yet, somehow sick and dying on a snowy night, now 17 year old Klara Wizel
not only escaped the gas chamber, but she also smuggles herself out of Auschwitz. She's the only Holocaust survivor of
record to ever escape Dr. Josef Mengele's selection process. Her escape and journey through war torn Europe to get
back home to her small home town of Sighet is one of the most inspiring stories of that time.Now 86 years old and
thriving in Los Angeles, Klara is a grandmother and lives a comfortable life. She is a member of the 39 Club and is
dedicated to helping survivors of the Holocaust and their families. Her story is one of survival against the greatest odds
and a perpetual love for life despite extreme loss and cruelty.
I was born in the town of Wegrow in north-eastern Poland in mid-1938. Not a propitious time and place for a Jewish child
to be born. One memory that has been etched indelibly in my mind is the sight of the Nazi army marching toward Russia.
Our house was located on the main road leading to the Russian frontier. Day and night they marched - soldiers, trucks,
tanks, and more soldiers, in a never ending line - an invincible force. I remember my father, holding me in his arms,
saying to my mother, "Who is going to stop them? Certainly not the Russians." One night, my father had a dream. In this
dream he saw what he had to do: where to build the bunker, how to build it, and even its dimensions. He would build a
bunker under a wooden storage shed behind the house. It would be covered with boards, on top of which would be
placed soil and bits of straw which would render it invisible. In order to camouflage the entrance, he would construct a
shallow box and fill it with earth and cover it with straw so that it would be indistinguishable from the rest of the earthen
floor. Air would be supplied through a drain pipe buried in the earth. This was to be our Noah's Ark that would save us
from the initial deluge. It took my father about three weeks to finish the job. When he was done, he took my mother and
sister into the shed and asked them if they could find the trap door. When they could not, he was satisfied. My mother
prepared dry biscuits, jars of jam made out of beets, some tinned goods such as sardines, some sugar and salt. We
placed two buckets in the bunker. One bucket was filled with water, the other bucket was empty and would serve as the
latrine. We also took down some blankets, a couple of pillows and some warm clothing. We were ready. For three long
years, starting in 1941 when the Nazis started the deportations and mass killings, we hid in secret bunkers, dug in fields,
under sheds and houses, or constructed in barns. It seems that the only way that a Jew could survive in wartime Poland
was to become invisible. So we became invisible Jews.
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The first eye-witness account ever published of life in the Warsaw Ghetto Mary Berg was fifteen when the German army
poured into Poland in 1939. She survived four years of Nazi terror, and managed to keep a diary throughout. This
astonishing, vivid portrayal of life inside the Warsaw Ghetto ranks with the most significant documents of the Second
World War. Mary Berg candidly chronicles not only the daily deprivations and mass deportations, but also the resistance
and resilience of the inhabitants, their secret societies, and the youth at the forefront of the fight against Nazi terror.
Above all The Diary of Mary Berg is a uniquely personal story of a life-loving girl’s encounter with unparalleled human
suffering, and offers an extraordinary insight into one of the darkest chapters of human history.
In 1942, young British soldier Arthur Dodd was taken prisoner by the German Army and transported to Oswiecim in
Polish Upper Silesia. The Germans gave it another name, now synonymous with mankind’s darkest hours. They called it
Auschwitz. Forced to do hard labour, starved and savagely beaten, Arthur thought his life would end in Auschwitz.
Determined to go down fighting, he sabotaged Nazi industrial work, risked his life to alleviate the suffering of the Jewish
prisoners and aided a partisan group planning a mass break-out. This shocking true story sheds new light on the
operations at the camp, exposes a hierarchy of prisoner treatment by the SS and presents the largely unknown story of
the military POWs held there.
Blima Weisstuch and her husband's life experiences in Poland during the Holocaust from 1936 to 1947. This story is
taken from a longer work, the novel My Mother's Shoes, written by Blima's daughter, Shirley Russak Wachtel.
Award-winning author Tim Lebbon takes fantasy to new heights in his thrilling new epic as unlikely allies struggle to keep
the light of hope burning against a tide of unending darkness... Noreela teeters on the brink of destruction, but at its
center pulses a magic grown stroner than ever before. Now the Mages have raised an army of terrifying warriorsand
unstoppable war machins. Their goal: the annihilation of all Noreela through a reign of bloodhsed and death unlike any
ever imagined. But Noreela's last survivors will not go quietyly into the never-ending darkness. One man will lead a
desperate band of rebels, including a witch, a fledge miner, and a dreaming librarian. For an ancient prophecy predicts
that the future of magic will emerge in a child still unborn—if only our heroes can stay alive until dawn. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
The #1 Sunday Times bestseller—a remarkable story of the heroic and unbreakable bond between a father and son that is
as inspirational as The Tattooist of Auschwitz and as mesmerizing as The Choice. Where there is family, there is hope In
1939, Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish upholster from Vienna, and his sixteen-year-old son Fritz are arrested by the Gestapo
and sent to Germany. Imprisoned in the Buchenwald concentration camp, they miraculously survive the Nazis’
murderous brutality. Then Gustav learns he is being sent to Auschwitz—and certain death. For Fritz, letting his father go is
unthinkable. Desperate to remain together, Fritz makes an incredible choice: he insists he must go too. To the Nazis, one
death camp is the same as another, and so the boy is allowed to follow. Throughout the six years of horror they witness
and immeasurable suffering they endure as victims of the camps, one constant keeps them alive: their love and hope for
the future. Based on the secret diary that Gustav kept as well as meticulous archival research and interviews with
members of the Kleinmann family, including Fritz’s younger brother Kurt, sent to the United States at age eleven to
escape the war, The Boy Who Followed His Father into Auschwitz is Gustav and Fritz’s story—an extraordinary account
of courage, loyalty, survival, and love that is unforgettable.
"Klara Wizel is full of life at sixteen years old. But a horrific chain of events puts her in one of the most terrifying places
imaginable: Auschwitz-Birkenau. There she comes face to face with one of history's most infamous Nazi doctors,
nicknamed the Angel of Death, Josef Mengele. With her parents and two of her siblings already killed in the gas
chambers, Klara and her two remaining sisters struggle to survive in the women's barracks until Mengele sentences
Klara herself to die. But as she waits in the holding room of the chambers, she manages to orchestrate a remarkable
death-defying escape. Already the subject of an award-winning documentary, Auschwitz Esacpe: The Klara Wizel Story
is based on dozens of personal interviews, and it recounts the inspirational tale of a girl who escapes imminent death at
the hands of one of the world's most notorious war criminals."--Back cover.
Mama Namibia is based on the compelling, true story of an innocent Herero girl whose life portrays the suffering,
perseverance, and resilience of the Herero and Nama people as they faced their most daunting test - a genocide that
proved to be the training grounds for the Holocaust."
'Memoirs such as this will ensure we do not lose the struggle against "forgetting" - that sly accomplice of tyranny' Magda
Szubanski In 1939, as Hitler's troops march on Prague, a Jewish couple makes a heartbreaking decision that will save
their eight-year-old son's life but change their family forever. Australian journalist Juliet Rieden grew up in England in the
1960s and 70s always sensing that her family was different in some way. She longed to have relatives and knew
precious little about her Czech father's childhood as a refugee. On the night before Juliet's father died, in 2006, Juliet's
father suddenly looked up and said: 'The plane is in the hangar.' In the years after his death, Juliet comes to truly
understand the significance of these words. On a trip to Prague she is shocked to see the Rieden name written many
times over on the walls of the Pinkas Synagogue memorial. These names become the catalyst for a life-changing journey
that uncovers a personal Holocaust tragedy of epic proportions. Juliet traces the grim fate of her father's cousins, aunts
and uncles on visits to Auschwitz and Theresienstadt concentration camps and learns about the extremes of cruelty,
courage and kindness. Then in a locked box in Britain's National Archives, she discovers a stash of documents including
letters from her father that reveal intimate details of his struggle. Meticulously researched and beautifully told, this is the
moving story of a woman's quest to piece together the hidden parts of her father's life and the unimaginable losses he
was determined to protect his children from. PRAISE FOR THE WRITING ON THE WALL 'Rieden sets out to chart her
story with a journalist's rigour: facts, timelines, archival material. She does it brilliantly. But it is the small, powerful
resonant moments within a harrowing arc that bring her story alive.' The Australian
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Josef Mengele Angel of Death: A Biography of Nazi EvilBetter known as the Angel of Death today Dr. Josef Mengele is
best remembered for the series of grisly experiments and murders he carried out during the Holocaust. Born in 1911 to a
wealthy family in Ulm in southern Germany the young Josef Mengele studied both medicine and philosophy at university,
whilst there he became particularly interested in the field of eugenics. The science of eugenics was at the peak of its
popularity during the early decades of the twentieth century. Mengeles interest in eugenics was developed further when,
as a young practitioner, came under the guidance of Dr. von Verschuer, a prominent German eugenicist. During the
following chapters, we shall look at how Germanys turbulent, racist and anti-Semitic society, which was particularly
virulent in the post World War I Weimar Republic period, shaped the views of the young Josef Mengele. This ultimately
led to him joining the Nazi party, an organization that held similar views to Mengele on the subject of eugenics. The Nazi
party would also allow him free reign to conduct his ghastly experiments. This Josef Mengele biography details the life
and crimes of the Angel of Death
Memoirs of a Jew born in Warsaw in 1927 as Ruchama Rachel (Roma) Rotstein, to an Orthodox family. At an early stage
of the German occupation her father fled to the Soviet zone of occupation and eventually reached Eretz Israel. Roth, her
mother, and her three siblings were incarcerated in the Warsaw ghetto. Her siblings were deported in September 1942
and killed. Her mother then received a certificate for travel to Palestine for the family, sent by the father, but she was
deported in January 1943 and killed. During the ghetto uprising, Roth was caught and deported to Majdanek. She was
later transferred to Auschwitz, where she survived typhus fever, and then to Bergen-Belsen, where she was liberated.
After the war she joined her father in Eretz Israel.
The world called him a killer. She called him Dad . . . “A riveting look at life inside a Mafia family.” —George Anastasia,
New York Times–bestselling author. “We were always worried. Always looking over our shoulders . . .” Linda Scarpa had
the best toys, the nicest clothes, and a close-knit family. Yet classmates avoided her; boys wouldn’t date her. Eventually
she learned why: they were afraid of her father. A made man in the Colombo crime family, Gregory Scarpa, Sr. was a
stone-cold killer nicknamed the “Grim Reaper.” But to Linda, he was also a loving, devoted father who played video
games with her for hours. In riveting detail, she reveals what it was like to grow up in the violent world of the mob and to
come to grips with the truth about her father and the devastation he wrought. “An amazing story of jealously, duplicity,
hatred and betrayal.” —Sal Polisi, author of The Sinatra Club “Touching, shocking, revealing—Linda Scarpa’s memoir is
more than a mob book; it’s a family book.” —John Alite, subject of Gotti’s Rules “An edge-of-your-seat page turner—jawdropping, raw, and real.” —Andrea Giovino, author of Divorced from the Mob INCLUDES SIXTEEN PAGES OF
DRAMATIC PHOTOS [color photo inserts for ebook editions]
Alicia Jurman is five-years-old when her story begins. It is 1935 and she is living in the East Polish town of Buczacz.
Although brought up in an atmosphere of anti-Semitism, nothing could prepare this young girl for the Russian invasion of
Poland and the full horror of the Nazi Occupation. When Alicia was thirteen, she fled the Nazis through the forests and
fields of Poland. Despite her youth, she rescued other Jews from the grip of the Gestapo. At the end of the war, Alicia,
whose parents and four brothers had all perished in the Holocaust, risked her life again - this time leading other survivors
from Poland to Palestine through an underground route. Her capacity for heroism in the face of brutality and evil shines
through, and her story cannot easily be forgotten. Told simply and modestly, this is a remarkable tribute to courage and
determination, and how one young woman survived the horrors of war-torn Europe.
Martin Legace a former special ops standout, was once recognized as the top field interrogator. His study of the human
mind verged on autism. He had a reputation for getting anything out of anyone - Five years ago, a random crime
shattered Legace's world. He took his teenage daughter and withdrew to the archives of the Alexandria FBI. His
developed a method known as- shadow projection. It was a term coined by his insufferable director, Bailey. Legace hated
the simplification. He threw the deductive model out. He didn't follow a trail, he took on criminals who didn't leave a trail.
They were fixed objects like sundials casting a unique shadow for every incremental step in their journey. His methods
involved projecting forward to their next step. A young agent walks into his office. An abduction ring is preying upon
young women of marginal fame, using them in adult films and ransoming them for the price of pornography. Legace finds
out the latest target, and it becomes personal.
This is a unique, eye-witness account of everyday life right at the heart of the Nazi extermination machine. Slomo
Venezia was born into a poor Jewish-Italian community living in Thessaloniki, Greece. At first, the occupying Italians
protected his family; but when the Germans invaded, the Venezias were deported to Auschwitz. His mother and sisters
disappeared on arrival, and he learned, at first with disbelief, that they had almost certainly been gassed. Given the
chance to earn a little extra bread, he agreed to become a ‘Sonderkommando', without realising what this entailed. He
soon found himself a member of the ‘special unit' responsible for removing the corpses from the gas chambers and
burning their bodies. Dispassionately, he details the grim round of daily tasks, evokes the terror inspired by the man in
charge of the crematoria, ‘Angel of Death' Otto Moll, and recounts the attempts made by some of the prisoners to
escape, including the revolt of October 1944. It is usual to imagine that none of those who went into the gas chambers at
Auschwitz ever emerged to tell their tale - but, as a member of a ‘Sonderkommando', Shlomo Venezia was given this
horrific privilege. He knew that, having witnessed the unspeakable, he in turn would probably be eliminated by the SS in
case he ever told his tale. He survived: this is his story. Published in association with the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum.
Seventy years ago Joe Rubinstein walked out of a Nazi concentration camp.Until now, his story has been hidden from the world.Shortly
before dawn on a frigid morning in Radom, Poland, German soldiers forced twenty-one year-old Icek "Joe" Rubinsztejn onto a crowded, openair truck. The next day, several around him were dead. From there, things got worse for young Joe--much worse. Joe arrived at Auschwitz on
April 30, 1942. Only now, in his nineties, has he revealed how he survived several of the most notorious concentration camps when so many
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others perished. His is a remarkable narrative--a unique story of endurance and courage. Barefooted when he was seized by the Nazis, Joe
became one of New York'sleading shoe designers--working with companies whose shoes were sought after byFirst Ladies and movie stars
alike.Joe's story bears witness to the ultimate triumph of the human spirit. While the Nazis took everything else, they were unable to take his
unassailable joy. Joe's story is one of discovering light in the darkest of places, an inspiration for us all.
In 1943, eighteen year old Pierre Berg picked the wrong time to visit a friend’s house—at the same time as the Gestapo. He was thrown into
the infamous Auschwitz concentration camp. But through a mixture of savvy and chance, he managed to survive...and ultimately got out
alive. “As far as I’m concerned,” says Berg, “it was all shithouse luck, which is to say—inelegantly—that I kept landing on the right side of the
randomness of life.” Such begins the first memoir of a French gentile Holocaust survivor published in the U.S. Originally penned shortly after
the war when memories were still fresh, Scheisshaus Luck recounts Berg’s constant struggle in the camps, escaping death countless times
while enduring inhumane conditions, exhaustive labor, and near starvation. The book takes readers through Berg’s time in Auschwitz, his
hair’s breadth avoidance of Allied bombing raids, his harrowing “death march” out of Auschwitz to Dora, a slave labor camp (only to be
placed in another forced labor camp manufacturing the Nazis’ V1 & V2 rockets), and his eventual daring escape in the middle of a pitched
battle between Nazi and Red Army forces. Utterly frank and tinged with irony, irreverence, and gallows humor, Scheisshaus Luck ranks in
importance among the work of fellow survivors Elie Wiesel and Primo Levi. As we quickly approach the day when there will be no living
eyewitnesses to the Nazi's “Final Solution,” Berg's memoir stands as a searing reminder of how the Holocaust affected us all.
‘She touched the photograph in its gilt frame that was always on her desk, of a young, thin woman with very short hair and a baby in her
arms. She had one last story to tell. Theirs. And it began in hell on earth.’ It is 1942 and Eva Adami has boarded a train to Auschwitz. Barely
able to breathe due to the press of bodies and exhausted from standing up for two days, she can think only of her longed-for reunion with her
husband Michal, who was sent there six months earlier. But when Eva arrives at Auschwitz, there is no sign of Michal and the stark reality of
the camp comes crashing down upon her. As she lies heartbroken and shivering on a thin mattress, her head shaved by rough hands, she
hears a whisper. Her bunkmate, Sofie, is reaching out her hand... As the days pass, the two women learn each other’s hopes and dreams –
Eva’s is that she will find Michal alive in this terrible place, and Sofie’s is that she will be reunited with her son Tomas, over the border in an
orphanage in Austria. Sofie sees the chance to engineer one last meeting between Eva and Michal and knows she must take it even if means
befriending the enemy… But when Eva realises she is pregnant she fears she has endangered both their lives. The women promise to protect
each other’s children, should the worst occur. For they are determined to hold on to the last flower of hope in the shadows and degradation:
their precious children, who they pray will live to tell their story when they no longer can. A heart-breaking story of survival, where life or death
relies on the smallest chance and happiness can be found in the darkest times. Fans of The Choice and The Tattooist of Auschwitz will fall in
love with this beautiful novel. Readers are captivated by The Child of Auschwitz: ‘This hauntingly heart-breaking story is one of pure,
instinctual survival. It is a story of fierce friendships, unbreakable spirits, and the most powerful love possible … I was so spellbound by this
captivating, riveting read that I could not put it down until I read every last word.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘This book grabbed me from
the first sentence and didn't let me go for the entire journey. I had goosebumps while reading… It is a beautiful story.’ Goodreads Reviewer,
????? ‘You will cry, you will be addicted from the start and will find it hard to put down. This book ranks high on my favourite books list a
BRILLIANT book and worth far more than 5* in my opinion EXCELLENT.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘A book that plays with your
emotions, sad and poignant in parts and a book I just couldn’t put down. A compelling, haunting story. Read it in one day.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘This stunning historical fiction in the setting of Auschwitz will haunt me for a long time to come. It’s a story of love, hope
and told through a combination of the present and the past flashbacks. It completely captivated me that I read it in a day because I just
couldn’t stop’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘The Child of Auschwitz by Lily Graham. Such a beautifully written, incredible story of love, loss,
friendship, family… this book was very, very good.’ Abbygabbyreadsrightnow, ????? ‘This beautiful story needs to be read and cherished.’
Netgalley Reviewer,????? ‘This story will stay with me. And despite the despicable conditions love can be born of the situation.. if I could rate
higher than five stars I would. Superb!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘I found this such an emotional and evocative read and it kept me
gripped and turning those pages well into the night. …Great characterization and rich descriptive prose that made you feel the cold and their
everyday hunger and agony made this a 5 stars highly recommended read from me.’ Netgalley Reviewer, ?????
After decades of concealing the full account of her experiences, Holocaust survivor Basia Gadzuik (Beatrice Sonders) writes her story of
survival and courage in the face of ultimate horrors. After years of running from soldiers, changing her identity, and hiding her faith, Basia
emerged as a survivor.
A boy is caught up in the German invasion of Poland in 1939. His life is rapidly changed. His family is destroyed. An unbelievable story about
escape, intrigue, survival and the miraculous ability of one young man to outwit and outlive his gestapo torturers....
Learn the Secrets of the Holocaust and the Blonde Beast! Do you want to know more about the Holocaust? Are you fascinated by this dark
chapter in human history? Do you find it hard to understand? If so, then Irma Grese: Secrets of Irma and the Holocaust is the book you've
been looking for. It gives you an overview of the Second World War, and describes the experience of the Holocaust. You'll learn about Irma
Grese, a female concentration camp guard who was notorious for her cruelty and dedication to the Nazi party. Irma Grese: Secrets of Irma
and the Holocaust is available for Download Now. Because of her gender and youth, Irma Grese remains known today for her crimes against
humanity in the camps of Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen. Executed at 22 years old, she was the youngest woman to die under British law in
the 20th century. Irma Grese has gained notoriety as a villain in many diaries, journals, and creative works of Holocaust survivors. She has
been studied by historians, psychologists, and psychiatrists across the world. What could cause someone to act as she did? After reading this
book, you'll be able to decide for yourself.
This true-life novel was written in the aftermath of the Second World War and the author’s terrible experiences in a Nazi death camp. Only
now has it been published for the first time. Edith Hofmann is a survivor of the Holocaust, born in Prague in 1927 as Edith Birkin. In 1941,
along with her parents, she was deported to the Lodz Ghetto, where within a year both her parents had died. At 15 she was left to fend for
herself. The Lodz Ghetto was the second-largest ghetto to Warsaw, and was established for Jews and Gypsies in German-occupied Poland.
Situated in the town of Lodz in Poland and originally intended as a temporary gathering point for Jews, the ghetto was transformed into a
major industrial centre, providing much needed supplies for Nazi Germany and especially for the German Army. Because of its remarkable
productivity, the ghetto managed to survive until August 1944, when the remaining population, including Edith, was transported to Auschwitz
and Chelmno extermination camp in cattle trucks. It was the last ghetto in Poland to be liquidated due to the advancing Russian army. Edith
was only 17, and one of the lucky ones. For the majority, it was their final journey. A small group of them were selected for work. With her hair
shaved off and deprived of all her possessions, she travelled to Kristianstadt, a labour camp in Silesia, to work in an underground munitions
factory.
"Alfred Wetzler was a true hero. His escape from Auschwitz, and the report he helped compile, telling for the first time the truth about the
camp as a place of mass murder, led directly to saving the lives of 120,000 Jews: the Jews of Budapest who were about to be deported to
their deaths. No other single act in the Second World War saved so many Jews from the fate that Hitler and the SS had determined for them.
This book tells Wetzler's story." · Sir Martin Gilbert "Wetzler is a master at evoking the universe of Auschwitz, and especially, his and Vrba's
harrowing flight to Slovakia. The day-by-day account of the tremendous difficulties the pair faced after the Nazis had called off their search of
the camp and its surroundings is both riveting and heart wrenching. [...] Shining vibrantly through the pages of the memoir are the tenacity
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and valor of two young men, who sought to inform the world about the greatest outrage ever committed by humans against their fellow
humans." · [From Introduction by Dr Robert Rozett] Together with another young Slovak Jew, both of them deported in 1942, the author
succeeded in escaping from the notorious death camp in the spring of 1944. There were some very few successful escapes from Auschwitz
during the war, but it was these two who smuggled out the damning evidence – a ground plan of the camp, constructional details of the gas
chambers and crematoriums and, most convincingly, a label from a canister of Cyclone gas. The present book is cast in the form of a novel to
allow factual information not personally collected by the two fugitives, but provided for them by a handful of reliable friends, to be included.
Nothing, however, has been invented. It is a shocking account of Nazi genocide and of the inhuman conditions in the camp, but equally
shocking is the initial disbelief the fugitive's revelations met with after their return.

The twentieth-anniversary edition of Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s acclaimed Holocaust memoir features new material by the
author, a reading group guide, a map, and additional photographs. “The writing is direct, devastating, with no rhetoric or
exploitation. The truth is in what’s said and in what is left out.”—ALA Booklist (starred review) Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s
unforgettable and acclaimed memoir recalls the devastating years that shaped her childhood. Following Hitler’s rise to power, the
Blumenthal family—father, mother, Marion, and her brother, Albert—were trapped in Nazi Germany. They managed eventually to get
to Holland, but soon thereafter it was occupied by the Nazis. For the next six and a half years the Blumenthals were forced to live
in refugee, transit, and prison camps, including Westerbork in Holland and Bergen-Belsen in Germany, before finally making it to
the United States. Their story is one of horror and hardship, but it is also a story of courage, hope, and the will to survive. Four
Perfect Pebbles features forty archival photographs, including several new to this edition, an epilogue, a bibliography, a map, a
reading group guide, an index, and a new afterword by the author. First published in 1996, the book was an ALA Notable Book, an
ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers, and IRA Young Adults’ Choice, and a Notable Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies,
and the recipient of many other honors. “A harrowing and often moving account.”—School Library Journal
Filip Müller came to Auschwitz with one of the earliest transports from Slovakia in April 1942 and began working in the gassing
installations and crematoria in May. He was still alive when the gassings ceased in November 1944. He saw millions come and
disappear; by sheer luck he survived. Müller is neither a historian nor a psychologist; he is a source—one of the few prisoners who
saw the Jewish people die and lived to tell about it. Eyewitness Auschwitz is one of the key documents of the Holocaust.
For well over a century, the United States has witnessed a prolonged debate over organic evolution and teaching of the theory in
the nation's public schools. The controversy that began with the publication of Darwin's Origin of the Species had by the 1920s
expanded to include theologians, politicians, and educators. The Scopes trial of 1925 provided the growing antievolution
movement with significant publicity and led to a decline in the teaching of evolution in public schools. George E. Webb details how
efforts to improve science education in the wake of Sputnik resurrected antievolution sentiment and led to the emergence of
"creation science" as the most recent expression of that sentiment. Creationists continue to demand "balanced treatment" of
theories of creation and evolution in public schools, even though their efforts have been declared unconstitutional in a series of
federal court cases. Their battles have been much more successful at the grassroots level, garnering support from local politicians
and educators. Webb attributes the success of creationists primarily to the lack of scientific literacy among the American public.
Although a number of published studies have dealt with specific aspects of the debate, The Evolution Controversy in America
represents the first complete historical survey of the topic. In it Webb provides an analysis of one of the most intriguing debates in
the history of American thought.
"Theatrical agent Michael Whitehall has been involved with the careers of actors ranging from Kenneth More, Tom Courtenay,
Colin Firth, Dorothy Tutin, Edward Fox, Jack Davenport, Judi Dench, Ian Charleson, Peter Bowles, Elaine Stritch and Donald
Sinden to Nigel Havers, James Fox, Angela Thorne, Richard E Grant, Stewart Granger, Anton Rodgers, Patrick Macnee, John Le
Mesurier, Daniel Day Lewis, David Hemmings and Richard Griffiths.In Shark-Infested Waters, Whitehall deftly sketches the social
comedy of his eccentric background: growing up in suburban London in the 1950s, his schooldays at Ampleforth, where he was
taught by Basil Hume, and his subsequent adventures as a prep school master ? before becoming an actors? agent.From his
eccentric grandfather ? who set the curtains twitching with his penchant for cross-dressing ? to his mother Nora?s aspirations to
genteel living, complete with Pekinese Foxgrove Candy Floss ? Michael Whitehall sketches the foibles of his own family with the
same deliciously dry wit he reveals when talking about his clients."
In the midst of World War II, a German-American family finds themselves stranded in Japan in this inspiring tale of an
extraordinary family adapting to the hazards of fate, and finding salvation in each other. In the spring of 1941, seven-year-old
Hildegarde Ercklentz and her family leave their home in New York City and set off for their native Germany, where her father has
been called for work. It was meant to be an epic journey across the US and the Pacific, but when Hitler invades Russia they are
trapped in Japan for six years. This is a spellbinding memoir and a moving saga.
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